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Why did the Ancient Egyptians create mummies? Why is the discovery of Tutankhamun still so important? 

Year Group: 3 Subject: History Topic: Ancient Egyptians 

What I will know by the end of the unit:    New vocabulary:   

• Talk about the importance of artefacts as a source of evidence 
• Talk about ancient Egypt and place the Egyptians on a history timeline 
• Understand how farming is instrumental in creating a civilisation such as Egypt  
• Explain the importance of the Nile in Egypt’s history 
• Recall the discovery of Tutankhamun by Howard Carter 
• Understand Ancient Egyptian beliefs and religion.  
• Understand the importance and process of mummification    

Akhet Season when the Nile flooded 
Afterlife  To live again after death 
Canopic Jars  Special jars that held the 

organs of a mummy  
Hieroglyphics Writing that combines pictures 

and symbols 
Pharaohs Supreme ruler of Ancient 

Egypt 
Papyrus Plant growing near the Nile 

Sarcophagus A large stone box that held a 
mummy’s coffin 

Cartouche  A carved tablet 

Historical skills and enquiry:  Key words/phrases we will use: 

• Use a timeline to order events 
• Understand how to use different types of evidence to explain the past 
• Ask questions about Ancient Egypt and research to find answers 
• Communicate ideas about the past in drawing, role play, ICT, persuasive writing, diary entry 

and instructional writing  
• Communicate learning through a Living History day- role-play, dance, cooking, Art 
• Use historical Skills to create an Egyptian Class museum 
• Understand that there are different versions of events in the past and give reasons 

Early civilisations Organised society 
Rosetta stone Decipher hieroglyphs 
Backbone of Egypt Longest river 
Inundation  Flooding season 
Growing and harvest Farming took place 
Embalming a body Preserve humans 
Weighing the heart The fate of the soul 
Tutankhamun’s tomb Treasures as evidence 


